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Abstract: Increases in current level, when using low
(125,250, 500 pulses/s) or high (1k, 2k and 4k pulses/s)
pulse rate electric stimuli or octave steps in pulse rate
(125 to 4k pulses/s) produce discernable changes in the
response (eg. firing rate) of a population of inferior

colliculus units. The ability of many electrically
responsive units to partially encode current level and
pulse rate in firing rate appears to result from electrical
stimuli being able to drive some units at higher rates
than acoustic stimuli normally evoke. fncorporation of
these findings into a high pulse rate electrical
stimulation model provides a partial explanation for the
improved identification of speech by cochlear implant
patients with high pulse rate signal processing
strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
Cochlear implant speech processing strategists such Figure

I. Rate level and frequency transfer function
for

characterization
suprathreshold current level
as the CochlearrM/Jvlelbourne group use the SPECTRA22TM
processor to deliver a low pulse rate stimulus to each increases.
channel. Using the SPEAKTM strategy these stimuli are
Units that depict only one pattern of response are
commonly applied in an interleaved manner to a number of
grouped as "fixed" responders whilst those that show more
channels. To do so can require a very high overall pulse
than one pattern of response to applied stimuli are termed
rate at least equal to the number of channels times each
channels pulse rate. Psychophysical studies tU show
patient identification of speech to be improved when using
this high pulse rate strategy. However, there have been
very few single unit studies [eg. 2] done to support or
explain the mechanisms of high pulse rate stimulation. The
present study aims to identi$ then model how, within a

population of single units, current level and pulse rate

"multipattern". Fixed response pattern units can

be

characterised by their rate level function. This function has

little meaning for multipattern units since such a function
would be dominated by any change in response pattern.
The rate level and frequency transfer functions for fixed
responding units have been grouped into four types as
shown in Figure 1.

variations at high pulse rates are encoded.
RESULTS

METHODS

aneasthetic level was maintained by supplementary doses

Approximately 6lYo of units had a fixed pattern of
to electric stimulation. Figure 2 displays the
proportions of rate level functions for fixed response units
at each of the applied pulse rates for contralateral electric

NembutalrM (0.3-0.5m1, i.v). Feline versions of the
multichannel bipolar Melbourne/Cochlear scala tympani
electrode array were implanted into a Neomycinr"

contralaterally electrically driven units have increasing
rate level functions. Most increasing functions (80.5olo)

(2-4kg; were anaesthetised with Ketamine'"
(a0mg/kg, i.p) and RompunrM (3Omg/kg, i.p). The
Cats

of

deafened cochlea. The contralateral cochlea was Neomycin
deafened, implanted and electrically stimulated whilst the
ipsilateral cochlea was left intact. The units centre
frequency, unit type and pattern of response were
determined. Stimuli were bursts of charge balanced

(l00ps/phase) biphasic electric pulses. Rate-level (firing
rate versus current level) and frequency transfer (firing rate
versus pulse rate) functions were derived for all units.

response

stimulation. This figure shows

at

least 37oÄ of

show an increase in spike rate for all increases in current

level (rather than plateauing) up to the 2.5m4 maximum
used in this study. This suggests current level may be
partially encoded in the spike rate of many units.
At low and high current levels and at constant charge
levels at least 28oÄ of units with a fixed pattern of response
showed an increase in spike rate for octave increases in
pulse rate (Figure 3). Rather than plateauing most units
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showed an increase in spike rate for all increases in pulse
rate. This suggests pulse rate may be partially encoded in
the spike rate of many units.
The interval histograms of 14 units with sustained or

pauser responses at at least 3 of the pulse rates
(consecutive) used in this study were visually examined. In
5 of these the spread of intervals became more stochastic
with increase in pulse rate.

FREQUENCY TRANS FER FUNCTIONS
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DISCUSSION

Acoustically evoked responses are limited

by the

maximum transduction rate (typically 300 spikes/s) of the
cochlea hair cell wheras with electrical stimulation the
limiting rate is the recovery time of the auditory fibre itself
(typically 800spikes/s). If excitatory fibres can fire at
higher rates than inhibitory ones (the Zackenhouse et. al.,
1993 [3], model of superior olive unit behaviour supports
this suggestion) for a similar increase in excitatory and
inhibitory drive, for example as a consequence of high
pulse rate stimulation, the increase in excitatory input will
dominateand an increase in firing rate may result. This
arguement alone is inadequate for pulse rate increases in
excess of about 800 pulses/s. At higher pulse rates units are
unable to fire on a one to one basis with the stimulus.
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Figure 3. Proportions of frequency transfer function types

for octave steps in pulse rate.
CONCLUSION

and less inhibited response. This could be a partial

A model where excitatory dominates inhibitory input
and where the response becomes less deterministic with
high pulse rate stimulation provides a partial
neurophysiological explanation for the effrcary of high
pulse rate stimuli in cochlear implant systems.

explanation for the observed high proportion of units with
increasing frequency transfer functions when driven with
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